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Abstract—Global or regional environmental change is of wide
concern. Extensive studies have indicated that long-term vegeta-
tion cover change is one of the most important factors reflecting
environmental change, and normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI) time-series data sets have been widely used in vegetation
dynamic change monitoring. However, the significant residual
effects and noise levels impede the application of NDVI time-series
data in environmental change research. This study develops a
novel and robust filter method, i.e., the moving weighted harmonic
analysis (MWHA) method, which incorporates a moving support
domain to assign the weights for all the points, making the de-
termination of the frequency number much easier. Additionally, a
four-step process flow is designed to make the data approach the
upper NDVI envelope, so that the actual change in the vegetation
can be detected. A total of 487 test pixels selected from SPOT
VEGETATION 10-day MVC NDVI time-series data from January
1999 to December 2001 were used to illustrate the effectiveness
of the new method by comparing the MWHA results with the
results of another four existing methods. Finally, the long-term
SPOT VEGETATION 10-day maximum-value compositing (MVC)
NDVI time series for China from April 1998 to May 2014 was
reconstructed by the use of the proposed method, and a test region
in China was utilized to validate the effectiveness of the proposed
MWHA method. All the results indicate that the reconstructed
high-quality NDVI time series fits the actual growth profile of
the vegetation and is suitable for use in further remote sensing
applications.

Index Terms—Global Land Cover 2000 Project (GLC 2000),
harmonic analysis of time series (HANTS), harmonic, local model,
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), SPOT VEGETA-
TION, time series.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DYNAMIC monitoring of vegetation provides important
information reflecting the trend of climate change because

vegetation has the obvious characteristics of both seasonal
and interannual variations. For this reason, the monitoring of
vegetation dynamics, as well as the analysis of the relationship
between vegetation variation and climate change, has become
an important field in global climate change research. Nor-
malized difference vegetation index (NDVI) time-series data
sets have been widely accepted as a promising approach for
vegetation dynamic change monitoring, the macroscopic clas-
sification of vegetation, and the extraction of plant biophysical
parameters [1]–[3]. The problem is that the application of
NDVI time-series data sets derived from NOAA Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometers (AVHRR), Terra/Aqua
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), or
SPOT VEGETATION products is greatly limited by the un-
wanted residual effects and noise levels in the data [4], although
these data sets are usually preprocessed, for example, by using
the maximum-value compositing (MVC) technique [5] to eli-
minate the effect of cloud contamination and the residual atmo-
sphere. Therefore, before an NDVI time-series data set can be
used in a further application, an appropriate smoothing tech-
nique must be applied to reconstruct a high-quality NDVI time-
series data set.

In an attempt to address the challenges faced by NDVI time-
series data sets, a number of researchers have been exploring
denoising methods to reconstruct high-quality NDVI time-
series data over the last three decades. The developed denoising
methods can generally be grouped into three types, each type
having both advantages and drawbacks in preprocessing NDVI
time-series data.

The first type is the time-domain local filter methods. For ex-
ample, Viovy et al. [6] proposed the best index slope extraction
method to reduce noise in an AVHRR NDVI time series. This
method is based on the predictability of vegetation change, and
the filtered results are often close to the original NDVI time se-
ries [7]–[9]. However, when using this method, a sliding period
is required to determine the regrowth percentage of the NDVI
to remove the outliers caused by clouds and other elements; it
is also necessary to determine a smooth area and to indicate
whether the increase in this area is within an acceptable range.
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Therefore, the method makes the extracted temporal informa-
tion unreliable when the NDVI time series presents a long-
term declining trend [10]. Julien and Sobrino [11] used an
iterative interpolation for data reconstruction (IDR) method to
reconstruct Pathfinder AVHRR NDVI time-series data, which
is an iterative process that compares the original NDVI time
series to the alternative NDVI time series obtained as the mean
between the immediate and following observations, and their
method performed well in identifying the upper envelope of
the original time-series data. However, the IDR method always
overestimates the upper envelope when the transition between
vegetation activity and dormancy is abrupt [11]. The mean-
value iteration filter (MVI) method [12] uses a similar idea
to reduce noise, and has been used to reconstruct Pathfinder
AVHRR NDVI time-series data for the northwest of China. This
method is carried out by comparing the difference to an average
of different years, which is problematic for a short-length time
series and for areas suffering high interannual change [11]. The
Savitzky–Golay filter method, which is a local polynomial fit-
ting method [13], [14], was modified to portray the patterns
of SPOT VEGETATION NDVI time-series change by Chen
(2004). However, the excessive influence of clouds and at-
mospheric conditions on the NDVI invalidates the smoothing
effect [10]. In addition, Zhu et al. [15] proposed a changing-
weight filter (CWF) method to reconstruct high-quality NDVI
time-series data by the use of a 250-m 16-day MODIS NDVI
product. The CWF method was designed to preserve the shape
and amplitude of the NDVI time series, where a mathemati-
cal morphology algorithm and a rule-based decision are used
to identify the local maximum/minimum, and a three-point
changing-weight convolution filter is used to generate the new
NDVI time series. However, its reconstruction results are not
stable or reliable, with irregular fluctuations due to successive
atmospherically contaminated values.

The second type of method is the denoising methods in the
frequency domain. For example, Sellers et al. [16] developed
the Fourier smoothing method, which is applied to an AVHRR
NDVI time series by fitting the first three harmonics with a least
squares solver. This approach has been widely used in many
studies, such as calculating terrestrial biophysical parameters,
evaluating net primary productivity dynamics, extracting the
number and the timing of growing seasons, and extracting
vegetation growth rates from AVHRR NDVI time-series data
[17]–[20]. The NDVI curves obtained by the use of this method
are quite smooth, with obvious dynamic characteristics of the
vegetation growth. However, it is not suitable for irregular or
asymmetric NDVI data since this method is critically depen-
dent on symmetric sine and cosine functions. Similar to the
Fourier series, the “harmonic analysis of time series” (HANTS)
method was proposed by Verhoef [21] and has been success-
fully used in reconstructing cloud-free NDVI composites [22].
This method selects only the most significant frequencies in
the time profiles and uses a least squares curve fitting proce-
dure based on the harmonic components. However, it tends
to overestimate the maximum NDVI values in the plateau of
a time series and underestimates NDVI values when meeting
several successive atmospherically contaminated values [11].
Lu et al. [23] proposed a wavelet transform method to generate

high-quality terrestrial MODIS products. This is an effective
method for reducing the noise in time-series data; however,
it also reduces some reasonable high values, which limits its
practical usage [23].

The third type of method is the function-based methods.
These methods are based on least squares of the piecewise
functions to the NDVI time series. The Gaussian function fitting
approach performs well in obtaining a high-quality AVHRR
NDVI time series [24], and the double logistic function fitting
method [25] has been previously applied to Global Inventory
Modeling and Mapping Studies (GIMSS) data to derive global
land-surface phenology trends [26]. However, both of these
methods have difficulty in fitting an NDVI time series with an
irregular seasonal temporal profile, and their application may
be limited when the region is large with diverse biomes [15].

A number of methods that consider certain particular factors
have also been proposed. For example, Moody et al. [27]
proposed an ecosystem-dependent temporal interpolation tech-
nique to fill missing or seasonally snow-covered surface albe-
dos derived from MOD43B3 products. This technique is mainly
based on the concept that pixels of the same ecosystem classif-
ication should exhibit roughly the same phenological or tempo-
ral behavior. In addition, Fang et al. [28] proposed the temporal
spatial filter, which integrates both the spatial and temporal
characteristics for different plant functional types to reconstruct
leaf area index (LAI) products. Moreover, some other integrated
methods can be found in [29]–[32].

The goals of this study are as follows: 1) to propose an in-
novative but effective denoising method (the “moving weighted
harmonic analysis” [MWHA] method) to remove the potential
anomalous effects of clouds and atmospheric contamination
from an NDVI time series, while preserving the integrity of the
vegetation phenology; and 2) to reconstruct a long-term high-
quality SPOT VEGETATION 10-day MVC NDVI time series
for China from April 1998 to May 2014.

II. METHODOLOGY

NDVI time-series data sets have been the most commonly
used means for the temporal analysis of land-surface and cli-
mate change; however, their use is based on certain facts. First,
vegetation change is the main characteristic of the NDVI;
hence, an NDVI time series will show an annual cycle of in-
crease, decrease, or stable tendency with the vegetation changes
based on phenology. Plants growing under different climates
show different growth tendencies and are seriously influenced
by temperature and precipitation. For example, the NDVI time
series of a cropland area will show different growth cycles in
one year with different temperature and precipitation condi-
tions. In an extremely cold area, an NDVI time series will show
only one growth cycle in one year because crops grow slowly
due to the low temperature. In a temperate zone, an NDVI time
series of a cropland area will usually show three cycles over two
years due to the evident seasonal variation in the temperature
and precipitation. In subtropical and tropical zones, the high
temperature and adequate moisture will result in an NDVI time
series showing two or more growth cycles in one year. Dif-
ferent types of forests also show different growth profiles. For
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example, deciduous forests show seasonal cycles as the season
changes, which differs from evergreen forests, which have an
active growth state all year round. Furthermore, arid areas suffer
from low vegetation coverage, which results in an NDVI time
series showing low values with no obvious increase or decrease.
Second, certain kinds of contamination, such as cloud contam-
ination, atmospheric variability, bidirectional effects, etc., can
result in a decrease in NDVI values, making the NDVI time
series inconsistent with the vegetation changes. It should be
noted that these decreases differ from those caused by catas-
trophic natural events (e.g., drought, insect infestation, and fire).
Because it takes a long period of time for vegetation to recover
after a catastrophic natural event, the NDVI time series will
show a gradual change profile from low values to normal high
values over this time range. However, a decrease caused by con-
tamination usually happens over a short time range, without a
gradual change profile. In light of these two facts, the proposed
method based on the harmonic analysis algorithm is designed
to locally fit the growth or decline profile of the NDVI time
series. Being clearly different from the HANTS algorithm, this
strategy avoids the periodic influence that must be detected to
reasonably confirm the frequency number. With the help of the
support domain, NDVI time-series data are similarly grouped
into many local parts, in which the data are fitted within a period
of a seasonal cycle.

A. MWHA Method

The HANTS algorithm was developed based on the Fourier
transform, where the series is the combination of a constant and
superimposed sequence of sines and cosines based on the time
interval, to deal with the irregularly spaced time series [33]. This
algorithm is carried out iteratively and is a global model for
the denoising of NDVI time-series data. However, the method
tends to overestimate the maximum NDVI values in the plateau
of a time series and underestimates NDVI values when meeting
several successive atmospherically contaminated values.

In this paper, the proposed method is based on a modification
of the HANTS algorithm from a global model to a local model.
The local model [34] is to fit or interpolate for each ti of
y(t) on a support domain t ∈ I . Let y(t) be a time series,
and y(t) = ỹ(t) + ε(t) is its noisy counterpart. {y(t) = ỹ(t) +
ε(t)} describes the set of samples of the noisy time series. The
parameterized model of y can then be described by the form

ỹ(t) = a0 +
n∑

j=1

[aj cos(2πfjt) + bj sin(2πfjt)],

t = 1, . . . , N (1)

where a={aj}nj=0 and b={bj}nj=1 are the set of the parameters
of the trigonometric components with the frequency fj . N is the
length of the time series, and n is the number of harmonics, of
which the maxima must satisfy 2n+ 1 ≤ N . The local model is
to estimate a = {aj}nj=0 and b = {bj}nj=1 from the noisy time
series y or its samples {y} in the support domain of a point t.

Suppose that we want to denoise a noisy time series y or {y}.
Then, around t = t0, we can estimate the parameters of (1) by

solving

argmin

∥∥∥∥∥∥y(t0)−
⎡⎣a0+ n∑

j=1

[aj cos(2πfjt0)+bj sin(2πfjt0)]

⎤⎦
∥∥∥∥∥∥

(2)

in some support domain of t0 and a distance norm ‖ · ‖. This
minimization gives us the best local estimate of ỹ(t0) as follows:

ỹ(t0) = a0 +

n∑
j=1

[aj cos(2πfjt0) + bj sin(2πfjt0)]. (3)

Repeat this process along the time series step by step for every
location of t, and obtain the “moving” best estimate of y.

For each step, it is very important to set the weight for the
neighborhood points according to the distance. Commonly, the
weighted least squares distance [35] is chosen as a generaliza-
tion for the local model as follows:∥∥∥∥∥∥y(t)−

⎡⎣a0 + n∑
j=1

[aj cos(2πfjt) + bj sin(2πfjt)]

⎤⎦
∥∥∥∥∥∥
w

=

∫ [
y(ti)−

[
a0 +

n∑
j=1

[aj cos(2πfjt)

+ bj sin(2πfjt)]

]]2

w(ti − t)dy (4)

where w(·) is a weight function. It localizes the estimation of
the parameters a and b and should be nonnegative and mono-
tonically decreasing, following the increasing of ‖t−ti‖2. The
weight value is not equal to 0 in the support domain; otherwise,
it is 0. Spline functions are commonly used as the weight
function, and in this work, a cubic spline is used to calculate the
weight values. We denote s′= |t−ti| and s=s′/r, where r is the
support domain radius. The weight value is described as follows:

w(s) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
2
3 − 4s2 + 4s3, s ≤ 1

2
4
3 − 4s+ 4s2 − 4

3s
3, 1

2 < s ≤ 1

0, s > 1.

(5)

In this algorithm, as in the HANTS algorithm, input data
points that are identified as outliers are removed by assigning
a weight of 0 to them. Therefore, in the local model, these out-
liers are automatically detected and are not used to calculate the
parameters. The outlier weight is

p(t) =

{
0, y(t) < min or y(t) > max

1, others
(6)

where min and max are the minimum threshold and the maxi-
mum threshold, respectively, which can identify the outliers of
the time series. Therefore, the final weight of (4) is described as
follows:

w = w(s) · p. (7)

As mentioned in Section II, certain kinds of contamination
can cause a sudden decrease in NDVI values, making the NDVI
time series inconsistent with the vegetation changes. These
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frequent sudden decreases make the reconstruction results de-
viate from the normal growth tendency of the vegetation. These
sudden decreases should therefore be regarded as noise points,
and these points are removed from the reconstruction process
by setting their weights to 0. The problem is that, when the sud-
den decrease points are removed by assigning a weight of 0 to
them, the number of available points within the support domain
may not satisfy the condition 2n+ 1 ≤ N , whereN is the num-
ber of available points within the support domain. For this rea-
son, we execute a strategy by assigning a criterion to adaptively
change the support domain radius. The criterion is described as
Nw=0≤N−2n−d, where Nw=0 is the number of points with
a weight of 0, d is the degree of overdeterminedness, and the
value is greater than or equal to 1. When the criterion is not sat-
isfied, the support domain radius adds a constant value until the
criterion is satisfied. This is a safety measure to satisfy the cri-
terion for curve fitting. However, this criterion is always satis-
fied under normal circumstances and is not time consuming.

With the continuous and discrete cases mentioned earlier, we
can compute the local parameters a and b to estimate the time
series ỹ, not only at t0, but at all t. Like the moving least squares
estimation, we call this process the MWHA method.

There are two parameters influencing the smoothness of the
reconstructed time series when this method is used for NDVI
time-series smoothing or interpolation. The first parameter is
the support domain radius r, which is used to calculate the
weights and to identify the valid values in the support domain.
Usually, a larger value of r makes the result smoother at the ex-
pense of flattening sharp peaks. The second parameter is the
frequency number n, of which the maximum must meet the
requirement that 2n+ 1 is equal to or less than the number of
valid points in the support domain. A smaller value of n makes
a smoother result.

B. Four-Step Process Flow of the MWHA Method With
an NDVI Time Series

When the MWHA method is implemented on an NDVI time
series, we propose a number of strategies to identify the con-
taminated NDVI points and to ensure that the data approach the
upper NDVI envelope. The four processing steps are presented
as follows (see Fig. 1).

Step 1—Preprocessing of the Contaminated NDVI Time
Series: Frequent contaminated points can make the reconstruc-
tion result deviate from the normal growth profile of the veg-
etation. Therefore, it is very important to identify these noise
points. Most remote sensing data include a quality assurance
(QA) band providing a valuable indication of the quality of
each data point. Although these data do not indicate all the
contaminated data points, they can be used to estimate low-
quality data points for further analysis and application [10],
[15], [23], [24]. In the proposed approach, the QA bands are
used as ancillary data to indicate contaminated points, and
these points are replaced by linearly interpolated values using
their adjacent points. A linear interpolation strategy is chosen
here since vegetation shows a nearly linear profile over a short
period, such as one month for a three-point time span in a
10-day MVC NDVI time series [15]. Concretely, assuming that

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the reconstruction process of the NDVI time series by the
use of the proposed method.

there is an NDVI time series of data points (ti, Ni, Qi), i =
1, 2, 3, . . . , n, where ti is the time node, Ni is the NDVI value,
and Qi is the quality status flag, then the ith point Ni will
be replaced by the linearly interpolated value using the high-
quality adjacent points when Qi is identified as a cloud or
shadow point. In addition, some noisy points with a random
NDVI increase of greater than 0.4 over the 20 days are also
rejected and replaced by the linearly interpolated values using
their adjacent points, since a normal vegetation change cannot
show such a large increase [10]. After the contaminated NDVI
points are interpolated, a new NDVI time series representing
the NDVI seasonal change profile is obtained as (ti, N

0
i ), i =

1, 2, 3, . . . , n, where ti is the time node, and N0
i is the NDVI

value after the linear interpolation. Fig. 3(a) shows the lin-
early interpolated NDVI time series (ti, N

0
i ) according to the

quality status flags. Here, it is clear that three points showing
a sudden decrease in the time series are identified by the quality
status flags, while some other sudden decrease points are not
identified.

It should be noted that, in the experiments, we executed both
the proposed method and the other alternative methods based
on the preprocessed NDVI time series.

Step 2—Fitting the New NDVI Time Series by the Use of the
MWHA Method: After linearly interpolating the contaminated
NDVI points, there may still be some sudden drops in the NDVI
time series, meaning that the NDVI time series does not follow
the gradual process of the annual vegetation cycle. In this case,
it is very important to replace them with new values to fit the
seasonal change profile. The new values should be above the
corresponding original values, and the seasonal change profile
curve should follow the variation profile of the annual vegeta-
tion cycle, without losing the temporal detail in the NDVI time
series. For this reason, based on the new time series (ti, N

0
i ),

the MWHA method is used to fit the variations between all the
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NDVI points to obtain the new seasonal change profile. As men-
tioned earlier, it is very important to correctly select the com-
bination of frequency number and support domain radius. The
characteristics of the MWHA method mean that if the value of r
(support domain radius) is too small, it can “overfit” the data
points, and, in contrast, if the value of r is too large, it can result
in a smooth curve and neglect some detail information in the
NDVI time series. A sensitivity analysis of the MWHA method
to the combinations of frequency number and support domain
radius, which is based on a synthetically generated NDVI
time series with low, moderate, and high levels of noise, was
therefore undertaken, which determined the optimum combina-
tion as (1,5) (details in Section III-B and C). The new fitted
NDVI time series using the MWHA method [as shown in
Fig. 3(b)] is described as (ti, N

new
i ). It is clear that the new

NDVI time-series curve preserves the temporal detail informa-
tion, and the sudden decrease points can be seen to be below
the new larger values.

Step 3—Update of the NDVI Time Series: In order to make
the results approach the upper envelope of the original NDVI
time series, a comparison should be made between time series
(ti, N

0
i ) and the new time series (ti, N

new
i ). Then, we need to

identify the points in the time series (ti, N
k
i ) that should be

replaced by the new values. As such, a new time series (ti, Nk
i )

is generated using

Nk
i =

{
Nk−1

i , N new
i < Nk−1

i

N new
i , N new

i > Nk−1
i

(8)

where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n; k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,m. Fig. 3(c) shows
the first fitted curve (ti, N

1
i ) and the linearly interpolated time

series (ti, N0
i ). Here, it is clear that the first fitted curve is closer

to the upper NDVI envelope.
It is apparent that it is a gradual process to approach the upper

NDVI envelope, and an iterative process should be designed to
make the fitted results approach the upper NDVI envelope as
soon as possible. In each of the iterations, a time series differ-
ence (ti, N

k
i ) between the new time series (ti, N

new
i ) and the

previous time series (ti, N
k−1
i ) should be calculated, as de-

scribed in

Dk
i = |N new

i −Nk−1
i |. (9)

Normally, the time-series difference decreases after each
iteration until the iterations stop when the maximum difference
is less than a given threshold of 0.02 (details in Section III-B).
Fig. 3(d) shows the final fitted curve, which is close to the upper
NDVI envelope.

Step 4—Adjustment of the Final Fitted NDVI Time Series:
After the iterative process, all the values of the original prepro-
cessed NDVI time series (ti, N0

i ) will be less than or equal to
those of the final fitted NDVI time series (ti, N

final
i ). All the

sudden decrease points, in particular, will be seen to fall below
the final fitted time-series curve. In fact, it is not necessary for
many of the original points along the correct vegetation change
profile to be changed; on the contrary, it is better to keep the
final fitted values close to the original values. In addition, the
upper envelope may be overestimated when meeting an abrupt
transition between vegetation activity and dormancy. In order

Fig. 2. Schematic of the six conditions in step 4.

to decrease the overestimation and increase the fidelity of the
reconstructed time series, this step is designed to adjust the final
fitted time series as follows:

N
adj
i

=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
di−d′

i

di
·Nfinal

i +
d′
i

di
·N0

i , conditions 1, 2, and 3
max(di,d

′
i)

di+d′
i

·Nfinal
i +

min(di,d
′
i)

di+d′
i

·N1
i , conditions 4, 5, and 6

Nfinal
i , others

(10)

where N
adj
i is the adjusted value, Nfinal

i is the final fitted value
of step 3, N0

i is the preprocessed value, N1
i is the first fitted

value, di is the vertical distance of the final fitted point to the
correct line according to the conditions, and d′i is the vertical
distance of the preprocessed point to the correct line according
to the conditions. Specifically, as Fig. 2 shows, the blue line is
the mean line of the preprocessed NDVI time series, the red line
is the mean line of the points that are above the blue line in the
preprocessed NDVI time series, and the green line is the mean
line of the points that are below the blue line in the preprocessed
NDVI time series. These three lines divide the plane into four
parts, where condition 1 (see points 9–11, 13, and 14, with the
red line as the correct line), condition 2 (see points 7, 8, 16, and
17, with the blue line as the correct line), and condition 3 (see
points 5, 6, 19, and 20, with the green line as the correct line)
refer to the situations where the final fitted NDVI points and the
corresponding preprocessed points are all simultaneously lo-
cated in part 1©, part 2©, and part 3©, respectively. Condition 4
(see points 12 and 15, with the red line as the correct line)
is the situation where the final fitted NDVI points and the
corresponding preprocessed points are located in part 1© and
part 2©, respectively. Similarly, condition 5 (see point 18, with
the blue line as the correct line) means that the final fitted NDVI
points and the corresponding preprocessed points are located in
part 2© and part 3©. Condition 6 (see points 4 and 21, with the
green line as the correct line) means that the final fitted NDVI
points and the corresponding preprocessed points are located
in part 3© and part 4©, respectively. Other conditions refer to
the situations where the final fitted NDVI points and the corre-
sponding preprocessed points (see points 1–3 and 22–24) are
simultaneously located in part 4©. Fig. 3(e) shows the final
adjusted NDVI time series (thick solid line), with the adjust-
ments made by comparing the results with the final fitted NDVI
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Fig. 3. Example of an NDVI time series in the different steps of the proposed method (NDVI data from the fourth test pixel in Fig. 5). (a) Original NDVI time
series (short dashed line) with contaminated NDVI points (solid black points in the figure) and the linearly interpolated NDVI time series (ti, N

0
i ). (thick solid

line). (b) Seasonal change profile curve (thick solid line) fitted by the use of the MWHA method. The solid black points are new identified noise points. (c) First
fitted NDVI time series (ti, N1

i ) by the use of (8), plotted as a thick solid line. (d) Final fitted NDVI time series (thick solid line). (e) Final adjusted NDVI time
series (thick solid line) after all the processing steps and the final fitted NDVI time series in (d) (short dashed line).

time series (short dashed line). It is clear that the final adjusted
NDVI time series approaches the upper envelope and preserves
the temporal detail information of the seasonal change profile.

III. RESULTS

A. Data

The SPOT VEGETATION data set used in this study con-
sists of NDVI images acquired by the SPOT VEGETATION
instruments (VGT1 and VGT2), which are equipped with wide-
angle chip cameras, thereby avoiding the spatial distortion at
off-nadir viewing angles. The data set ranges from April 1998
to May 2014, and the 16 years of data were acquired by the
SPOT-4 and SPOT-5 satellites. The SPOT-4 satellite, with the
VGT1 instrument on board, functioned from March 1998 to
July 2013. The SPOT-5 satellite was launched on May 4, 2002,
with the VGT2 instrument on board, and has been functioning
correctly up to the end of May 2014. Every day, a new image
of the global vegetation status is processed, archived, and
distributed at the Image Processing Center of VITO in Belgium
(available from the VEGETATION website at http://www.vgt.
vito.be/index.html).

The SPOT VEGETATION NDVI subsets for Southeast
Asia (68–147◦ E, 5–55◦ N) obtained from the VEGETATION
website (http://www.vgt.vito.be/pages/policy.html) are 10-day
MVC composites at a 1-km spatial resolution, which are gener-
ated from the atmospherically corrected P products. The P prod-
ucts are processed for band-to-band radiometric and geometric
corrections [36]. Although the most commonly used NDVI data
sets, such as the Pathfinder Land data set, the GIMMS NDVI
data set, and the SPOT VEGETATION products [37]–[39], are
usually composited by means of the so-called MVC algorithm,
in order to suppress atmospheric effects, they still contain noise
limiting the further applications. For example, the directional
effects caused by the complex light reflection function are well
known in the MVC composites and are still visible in the VEG-
ETATION synthesis. Coastlines are also often heterogeneous
due to the surrounding sea or cloud margin, for the reason that the
MVC algorithm selects cloudy pixels in preference to sea
pixels. Due to a number of defective detectors in the instru-

ments, some oblique lines with high values are often visible
in the shortwave infrared (SWIR) band, as well as in the
VEGETATION synthesis. These processing results are due to
the atmospheric influence and the viewing geometry of the
sensor system at the time of imaging.

We obtained the SPOT VEGETATION NDVI subsets for
China (73–135◦ E, 5–53◦ N) by cropping the subsets for South-
east Asia by the use of vector data. There are two processes re-
quired for these data. First, the adverse edge effect of the fitting
quality must be pointed out, in that the first r points and the
last r points do not have a complete support domain when
the proposed method is carried out. Additionally, given the
fact that the NDVI time series is cyclic, and in order to be
consistent with the Global Land Cover 2000 Project (GLC
2000), we chose the SPOT VEGETATION NDVI data sets
for the period of January 1999 to December 2001 to test the
proposed method. In this experiment, 487 test pixels were
selected from the SPOT VEGETATION NDVI time series
by the use of the Create Random Points tool in ArcGIS, in
which the GLC 2000 data were used for the stratification.
Fig. 4 shows the GLC 2000 data and the distribution of the 487
test pixels. These test pixels include nearly all the vegetation
types shown in the GLC 2000 data. The other process was
that the NDVI values must be recalculated from the digital
number (DN) value range to the original value range of −1.0–
1.0, according to the formula as follows: NDVI = 0.004×
DN − 0.1 [40]. In addition, the SPOT VEGETATION compos-
ite product includes a QA band, which is named the status map
(SM) and restored as 8-bit data. It provides not only the ra-
diometric quality for the four spectral bands but also the
cloud, shadow, water, and ice/snow flags for each point of the
product. Because the combination of Bit NR 0 and Bit NR 1
corresponds to the cloud flag, we selected Bit NR 0 and Bit
NR 1 of the SM band to identify the contaminated points.

In this paper, the global land-cover database for the year
2000 (GLC 2000) was used for the stratification to select the
test pixels from the SPOT VEGETATION NDVI time series.
This database is coordinated and implemented by the Global
Vegetation Monitoring Unit, in collaboration with a network of
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Fig. 4. GLC 2000 (mostly China) and the distribution of the 487 pixels.

partners around the world. The aim of the project is to update
the existing global land-cover data for the year 2000 and to
provide a basic database of global land cover for environmental
assessment in relation to various activities. The land-cover
maps are all based on daily data from the VEGETATION sensor
aboard SPOT 4, while the mapping of some regions with spe-
cific issues is completed using data from other Earth-observing
sensors [41]. The data of the Chinese region were provided by
the Database of Global Change Parameters, Chinese Academy
of Sciences (http://globalchange.nsdc.cn).

B. Application of Existing Methods and
Parameter Determination

In this paper, four other denoising methods were selected to
compare with the proposed method by plotting each of the 487
selected test pixels in the NDVI time series. These methods,
namely, the Savitzky–Golay filter method, the HANTS algo-
rithm, the IDR method, and the CWF method, are all efficient
methods for denoising an NDVI time series.

For the analysis of the SPOT VEGETATION 10-day MVC
NDVI time series, the parameters of all the filter methods must
be correctly determined. For the Savitzky–Golay filter method,
two parameters m (half-width of the smoothing window) and
d (degree of polynomial) need to be determined. We adopted
the best combination of (m, d) as being (4,6), which was deter-
mined by the method proposed by Chen et al. [10], using a
SPOT VEGETATION NDVI time series for Southeast Asia.
After the successful application of the IDR method in the re-
construction of a 15-day MVC AVHRR NDVI time series [11]
and a daily NDVI time series [42], with the threshold parame-
ters being set as 0.02 and 0.005, respectively, we selected the
value of 0.015 as the threshold for the 10-day MVC SPOT
VEGETATION NDVI time series after several experiments. For
the CWF method, the window width of the structuring element
is the main parameter, which should cover a full vegetation
growth cycle [15]. In this paper, we set it as 11, i.e., equal to
the support domain width of the MWHA method, which could
cover a full vegetation growth cycle for the 487 test points.

The other two thresholds (maximum/minimum point difference
tolerance and fit error tolerance) were set as 0.1 and 0.01, as
described in [15]. Although Roerink et al. [22] pointed out that
one of the disadvantages of the HANTS method is that there
are no objective rules for determining the parameter settings,
we determined the parameter settings for HANTS by running
several different combinations of the parameters. Finally, we
set the frequency number as 15 for the three years and the fit
error tolerance as 0.02 because they bring satisfactory results
both qualitatively and quantitatively.

In the MWHA method, the support domain radius r and the
frequency number n are the two main parameters to be deter-
mined, according to the facts mentioned at the beginning in
Section II. The first fact is that vegetation has the obvious char-
acteristics of both seasonal and interannual variations; hence,
the NDVI time series should show an annual cycle of increase,
decrease, or stable tendency with the vegetation changes. How-
ever, the MWHA method is carried out with a local model
restricted by the support domain, and the points included in the
support domain show no more than one period of a full vege-
tation growth profile. For the shortest seasonal period, one fre-
quency is enough to describe the vegetation change profile. Af-
ter determining the frequency number as 1, the support domain
radius is then the main parameter influencing the reconstructed
NDVI time series. According to a sensitivity analysis of the
MWHA method to combinations of frequency number and sup-
port domain radius, the radius was determined as 5. Finally, when
the maximal difference in the time-series difference in step 3
is less than a given threshold, the iteration is terminated. The
given threshold was set as a lower threshold of 0.02, in order to
denoise the contaminated NDVI time series according to [11].

C. Comparison Results

1) Qualitative Assessment: In order to assess the filtering
effectiveness of the proposed method, certain criteria have to
be established. Commonly, a qualitative assessment is the main
method used in the comparison of alternative denoising meth-
ods, since we cannot obtain the ground truth for an NDVI time
series. For the qualitative assessment, we undertook a visual
inspection of the original, preprocessed, and filtered NDVI time
series obtained through the five methods. Specifically, we plot-
ted the NDVI time series of the selected 487 test points for the
period from January 1999 to December 2001. The qualitative
assessment for the different filtered NDVI time series could
then be given, whether the noisy points were identified by in-
spection or not. These inspection results were used to calculate
the ideal modeled NDVI data for the quantitative assessment.
In order to display more detailed comparison results within a
limited space, only the qualitative assessment for the data set of
the year 2000 is given here.

Fig. 5 shows the fitting results of the NDVI time series
carried out by the five methods. Due to the space limitations, we
just show the results of 30 test pixels, which contain nearly all
the vegetation types mentioned in Fig. 4, with the corresponding
vegetation types shown in Table I. All the information obtained
from the results can be explained from three aspects. First, the
SPOT VEGETATION NDVI product still includes a lot of noise
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Fig. 5. Results of the reconstructed NDVI time series generated by the MWHA method, the IDR method, the HANTS algorithm, the Savitzky–Golay filter
method, and the CWF method.

after the 10-day maximum compositing, as the original values
of test pixels 6, 7, 10, 15–20, and 24–26 show. Therefore, the
product cannot be directly used for analysis without preprocess-
ing. Second, using the SM bands can identify some but not all
the contaminated points in the NDVI time series. Finally, the
general variation profile of the NDVI time series shows that these
five methods can denoise correctly and can effectively recon-
struct high-quality NDVI time-series data sets in most cases.

Of the five methods, the Savitzky–Golay filter method is de-
signed to approach the upper envelope of the NDVI time series.
This method could identify the continuous contaminated points
effectively, including all the low values shown in each figure
of Fig. 5. However, its limitation is that it could not fit a cor-
rect seasonal variation profile following actual conditions with
many fluctuations. Furthermore, the reconstructed time series
tended to overestimate NDVI values for the frequent fluctua-
tions (see, for example, test pixels 15, 18, and 24). The HANTS
algorithm tended to approach the upper envelope of the NDVI
time series from below, and the reconstructed time series had

roughly the same variation profile as the original time series.
However, many of the values in the time series were changed
and showed a large deviation away from the original time-series
values, which meant that the fitting curve was the smoothest in
the frequent fluctuation areas (see for example test pixels 15, 18,
24, and 29). The HANTS method made the time series under-
estimate the NDVI values for the dates surrounding the plateau
areas (see, for example, test pixels 2, 4, 12, 13, and 23). The
IDR approach obtained a better result than the aforementioned
two methods. It not only identified the contaminated values
correctly and fitted them to the upper envelope of the NDVI
time series, which was not always the case with the aforemen-
tioned two methods (see, for example, test pixels 12, 15, 17,
and 18), but also conserved the values of the pixels, which were
not identified as contaminated points during the iterative recon-
struction. However, it tended to overestimate the upper enve-
lope with successive low-value points, such as test pixel 24. In
addition, overestimation also happened in the dormancy period
of the vegetation when the transition between the vegetation
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Fig. 5. (Continued.) Results of the reconstructed NDVI time series generated by the MWHA method, the IDR method, the HANTS algorithm, the Savitzky–Golay
filter method, and the CWF method.

TABLE I
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE TEST PIXELS AND THE VEGETATION TYPE IN FIG. 4

growing season and the dormancy was abrupt (as in test pixels
12, 23, and 27). Differing from the aforementioned three meth-
ods, the CWF method aims to preserve the shape and amplitude
of the NDVI time series rather than the upper envelope of the
NDVI values. For most of the test points, the CWF method

showed an excellent performance in denoising the contam-
inated NDVI time series, and the general temporal profile
shape was preserved. However, when the NDVI time series
was continually contaminated or showed an irregular curve
with several fluctuations, this method could not fit a correct
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seasonal variation profile following the actual conditions (see,
for example, test pixels 15, 17, and 24).

Compared with the other four methods, the MWHA method
showed a superior performance in denoising the irregular NDVI
time series. The results in Fig. 5 show that the general profile
of the reconstructed time series is approaching the actual time
series. In addition, the sudden decrease values were identified,
and the result tended to approach the upper envelope of the time
series correctly with the help of the four-step process, which
demonstrates that the MWHA method was clearly better than
the CWF method because the CWF method could not make the
results follow the upper envelope. Differing from the IDR meth-
od, the MWHA method could correctly estimate the pixel values
in the period of vegetation dormancy, which can be seen in the
experimental results of the broadleaved evergreen forest, such
as test pixels 15, 16, 17, and 18. Although the results of the same
vegetation typeshowed differentperformances, theywereall rea-
sonable. For example, test pixel 17 showed a seasonal change
profile with high NDVI values in summer because it was selected
from the midland of China. Furthermore, test pixels 16 and 18
were selected in the southeast and southwest of China, respec-
tively, almost at the same latitude, and their vegetation showed
the same change profile, which was likely influenced by the
highland climate. Finally, for test pixel 15, which was selected
in Taiwan province, the NDVI had high values all year round.

Overall, for pixels of a regular NDVI time series (see test pix-
els 1, 8, 9, 21, and 22), all the results of the five methods showed
a similar performance, but the results with the HANTS method
were the smoothest. For pixels with two growth cycles in one
year (see test pixels 2, 3, 4, and 29), the IDR method tended
to combine the two growth cycles into one growth cycle for all
cases, while the HANTS method did the same thing for just one
case. It should be noted that the selected parameter values of
these two methods may not be the optimal for eliminating the
overestimation of the reconstructed data for rapid transitions.
The Savitzky–Golay filter method, the CWF method, and the
MWHA method all preserved the curve shape with two growth
cycles very well. For pixels with successive sudden drops (see
test pixels 15, 17, 18, and 24), the Savitzky–Golay filter method
tended to overestimate the values, and the CWF method is not
suitable for an NDVI time series with successive sudden drops,
which perhaps lead to the results containing noise that was not
identified by the cloud flags. On the other hand, some of the
noise might be wrongly identified as the minimum points by the
mathematical morphology algorithm, thus making the filtered
NDVI time series follow an irregular curve with several fluctu-
ations. The aforementioned analysis of the experimental results
indicates that the MWHA method is a better choice, because it
successfully eliminated the disadvantages of the other four meth-
ods and preserved the integrity of the phenology in many cases.

2) Quantitative Assessment: In this paper, a quantitative
assessment was used to assess the proposed method and the
other four existing methods. For the quantitative assessment,
we followed the method carried out in [15], which adopted the
quantitative analysis framework described in [43]. This method
can empirically evaluate the denoising methods under a variety
of conditions. First, the ideal modeled NDVI time series was
synthesized using the averages of the filtered NDVI time series
obtained through the five methods for each of the 487 test
points. We then introduced varying (low, moderate, and high)

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF THE RMSE VALUES FOR THE FIVE DENOISING METHODS

levels of noise into the ideal modeled NDVI time series by re-
placing random selections of 10%, 40%, and 70% of the points,
as described in [15]. These pixel values were randomly reduced
by 5%–50% with an interval of 5%. Finally, we used the root-
mean-square error (RMSE) to evaluate the fidelity of the filtered
results obtained through the five methods. Lower RMSE values
indicate that a method is better able to keep the high fidelity of
the filtered NDVI time series. Considering the adverse edge ef-
fect mentioned in Section III-A, we calculated the RMSE after
removing the first and last five points.

Table II shows the RMSE values for the five denoising meth-
ods after filtering the modeled NDVI time series with three
levels of introduced noise. These results are in accordance with
the visual inspection results, in that all five methods could effec-
tively reduce the noise. However, the MWHA method obtained
the lowest RMSE values among all five methods for all the
levels of noise, indicating that the proposed method was more
effective than the other alternative methods. For the low level
of noise, the Savitzky–Golay filter method showed the second-
best results of all five methods, but it was no better than the IDR
method for the moderate and high levels of noise. The CWF
method was the most unstable method and showed the worst
RMSE values for the NDVI time series with moderate and high
levels of noise. The HANTS method showed average results for
the moderate and high levels of noise and obtained the worst re-
sults for the low level of noise.

3) Sensitivity Analysis: Although the qualitative and quanti-
tative assessments validated the better performance of the
MWHA method in reconstructing a high-quality NDVI time se-
ries, the influence of the frequency number and the support do-
main radius should not be neglected. Therefore, a sensitivity
analysis of the MWHA method to the combinations of fre-
quency number and support domain radius was undertaken
based on the ideal modeled NDVI time series of 487 test points
with low, moderate, and high levels of noise. Fig. 6 shows
the change in the RMSE values with different combinations of
frequency number and support domain radius. For the low level
of noise, it is clear that the lowest RMSE value was obtained
for the combination of (1, 5). For the moderate level of noise,
the lowest RMSE values appeared when the support domain
radiuses were 5, 8, and 9 for 1, 2, and 3 frequency numbers,
respectively. The three RMSE values were nearly at the same
level, with the lowest RMSE value being obtained for the com-
bination of (1, 5). For the high level of noise, the three lowest
RMSE values appeared at the combinations of (1, 5), (2, 8),
and (3, 12), respectively. Similarly, the three RMSE values were
nearly at the same level, with the combination of (1, 5) being the
lowest. The frequency number and the support domain radius
were therefore set as 1 and 5 for the MWHA method to recon-
struct a high-quality SPOT VEGETATION time series. In
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity of the MWHA method to the combinations of frequency number and support domain, based on the moderate and high levels of noise.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the interannual NDVI before and after reconstruction for each of the 10 test points.

addition, with the increase of the frequency number and the sup-
port domain radius, the process time also increased. Therefore,
considering the process time, the most time-saving combination
(1, 5) was chosen since the three lowest RMSE values were
nearly at the same level. It was reasonable that the whole sliding
window included 11 points of the NDVI time series (100 days)
when the support domain was 5, which could just cover a full
vegetation growth cycle. It should be noted that only three cases
with the frequency number of 1, 2, and 3 were analyzed. This
was because that, although there was a suitable support domain
radius to match a larger frequency number, it would have been
very time consuming for all the processes. For the 10-day SPOT
VEGETATION NDVI product, there are three NDVI points in
a month and 36 NDVI points in a year. According to the change
in the seasons, three months as a local window width is reason-
able. In other words, at least every 10 NDVI points (as a local
part) are processed by the proposed method, and the support do-
main radius is reasonably set as 5.

D. Reconstruction of the High-Quality SPOT VEGETATION
NDVI Time Series

After the validation, we were able to conclude that the new
method is an effective filtering method. Therefore, we used it to
reconstruct the SPOT VEGETATION 10-day MVC NDVI time
series for China covering the period from April 1998 to May
2014. We also selected 9 points from the 487 test points to show
the interannual change curves, to illustrate the effectiveness of
the new method. Compared to other vegetation types, forest is

Fig. 8. NDVI values for China before and after the implementation of the
MWHA method for June 21–30, 1999. The MWHA NDVI shows a striking im-
provement for southwestern China and southeastern China. (a) SPOT VEGE-
TATION NDVI for June 21–30, 1999. (b) MWHA NDVI for June 21–30, 1999.
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Fig. 9. Zoomed-in images of the black and red rectangles in Fig. 8 respectively show the details of the changes, in which some specific geographic features can
be clearly distinguished in both areas. (a) Zoom in on the red rectangles in Fig. 8(a). (b) Zoom in on the red rectangles in Fig. 8(b). (c) Zoom in on the black
rectangles in Fig. 8(a). (d) Zoom in on the black rectangles in Fig. 8(b).

more stable due to the diversity of biotic community. In addi-
tion, June, which is a month of the northern hemisphere sum-
mer, is the exuberant growth period for vegetation in China;
hence the NDVI values will stay at a certain high level. As such,
all the 10 points were selected with the forest vegetation type
and are marked with solid red circles in Fig. 4. Fig. 7 shows a
comparison of the interannual NDVI before and after recon-
struction for each of the 10 test points generated using the
NDVI of 15 years (1999–2013, because the data for 1998 and
2014 are not enough for one year) at the time of June 1–10, from
which we can clearly see that the noise is effectively removed
and the NDVI values stay almost at the same level.

To further test the effectiveness of the MWHA method at
a regional scale, we show an example of the original SPOT
VEGETATION NDVI values [see Fig. 8(a)] and the MWHA
NDVI values for mostly China [see Fig. 8(b)] and two examples
for local regions in southeastern China [see Fig. 9(a) and (b)]
and southwestern China [see Fig. 9(c) and (d)] derived from the
third 10-day composite period of June 1999. Fig. 8(a) shows
that the image was seriously degraded by atmospheric perturba-
tions due to the rainy season of southern China, and the values
of the contaminated parts were very low. A direct comparison
between Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows that these low values were
effectively increased by the new method. Fig. 9 shows more de-
tailed information of two local regions, as indicated by the red
and black rectangles in Fig. 8(a) and (b), where some specific
geographic features can be clearly distinguished after the

MWHA reconstruction, such as the rivers and lakes shown in
Fig. 9(b) and (d) and the city area shown in Fig. 9(d). The area
covered by the black rectangle is located in the Sichuan Basin,
China, with typical broadleaved evergreen forest, needle-leaved
evergreen forest, meadow, and farmland, according to the GLC
2000 database. The city area is of Chengdu, for which the
low pixel values were effectively retained. The area covered
by the red rectangle is located in the Tai Lake Basin, with
typical broadleaved evergreen forest, needle-leaved evergreen
forest, bush, and farmland. Here, the specific geographic fea-
tures were also effectively reconstructed. In summary, the re-
constructed NDVI shows clearer geographic features than the
original NDVI.

IV. CONCLUSION

Long-term NDVI time-series data can be used to monitor
vegetation changes and support phenological interpretations,
but further analysis and applications are limited because of the
contamination caused by cloud presence and other atmospheric
contamination. Therefore, a high-quality NDVI time series
must be constructed before the NDVI time-series data can be
used in further applications. To this end, several methods have
been developed to reduce noise or to identify and interpolate
contaminated values in NDVI time-series data. However, some
of these methods are not sufficiently flexible or effective in
filtering or interpolation. To deal with this issue, this paper has
proposed a new method based on a modification of the HANTS
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algorithm. A support domain is designed to assign the weights
of all the points, and a four-step process flow for the NDVI time
series is designed to make the data approach the upper NDVI
envelope. We used the SPOT VEGETATION 10-day MVC
NDVI product from January 1999 to December 2001 to illus-
trate the filtering effectiveness, by comparing the results with
those from the Savitzky–Golay filter method, the HANTS algo-
rithm, the IDR method, and the CWF method. From the com-
parison, we found that the proposed method has the following
advantages over the existing methods: 1) it can identify the con-
taminated points and can make the data correctly approach the
upper envelope of the time series; 2) it can correctly estimate
the pixel values in a period of vegetation dormancy and is a
robust strategy for most cases; and 3) it can be implemented
with NDVI time-series data sets with different time intervals.

We have reconstructed high-quality SPOT VEGETATION
10-day MVC NDVI time-series data for China ranging from
April 1998 to May 2014 by the use of the proposed method.
We have also tested the performance of the MWHA method
at a regional scale. From the results obtained, we can confirm
that this high-quality SPOT VEGETATION NDVI time-series
data could be used in global environmental change research
and the monitoring of vegetation dynamics and for analyzing
the relationship between environmental change and climate. We
will explore how to better use such data sets combined with
other data sets in our future research, such as the temporal anal-
ysis and change detection of land cover for multiple years, as
Julien et al. [44], [45] have previously undertaken.

Although the four-step process flow was designed based on
the MWHA method to reconstruct the high-quality SPOT VEG-
ETATION 10-day MVC NDVI time series, it could be used not
only for NDVI with different scales and time intervals but also
for remote sensing time-series data sets from different sensors,
such as all kinds of reflectance products, the LAI, and albedo,
after a small adjustment. However, it should be noted that there
are some limitations to the proposed method. In general, the
information in different images of the same location does not
change much as time goes by. For example, the surface temper-
ature time-series product is not suitable for use with this new
method because temperature changes irregularly, and the tem-
poral relationship observed by the proposed method will not re-
flect the actual change profile. Additionally, a daily time-series
data set is more vulnerable to successive cloud contamination
than a composite time-series data set, and there may not be
enough high-quality pixels in a single-pixel time series to
satisfy this method. Therefore, when the proposed method is
implemented in a daily time-series data set, other ancillary data
should be used.
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